A n o v el theoretical model for free-space optical communication is presented. The model called the Duplication Mesh"DM uses a xed set of light duplication schemes so that n processors can communicate in parallel. In order to transmit a message, a processor directs a light beam to one of the duplication schemes. The message is duplicated to a sub-set of destinations, and is received by a n y destination in the sub-set that did not detect a collision with other messages. The goal is to design a DM such that the number of duplication schemes is signi cantly smaller than the number of destinations. In this way the DM model corrects the un-realistic assumption of common optical models, that a processor can direct a light beam to any possible destination. The resulting optical architecture is a simple construction of holograms that duplicate light in xed patterns, and a set of Laser diodes allowing each processor to select the desired hologram.
Introduction
Theoretical models for free space optical communication b e t w een n processors have attracted increased attention of the theoretical community of computer science. Such models allow a system of n processors to communicate in O1 steps using the ability of each processor to direct" a light beam to every possible destination. In particular, we relate to the OMC Optical Model of Computation introduced by M. M. Eshaghian 4, 3 . The ability to direct a light beam to any possible destination is not realistic as it is unlikely that a free-space optical device e.g. an Acousto-optical can successfully direct a light beam to a set of n destinations for large values of n while supporting high communication rates and precision. Most of the theoretical works on the theoretical model were aimed to overcome the di culty o f a v oiding collisions caused by m ultiple transmissions to the same processor 8, 9, 11, 10, 5 . The architectural aspect of directing the light beam remains hidden in this model. A more realistic model, which is not too low level is needed, so that more realistic optical architectures and routing algorithms can be devised.
In this work we study the Duplication mesh DM, a model where light can be duplicated using xed patterns:
De nition 1.1 A duplication scheme D of size n is an nn matrix such that D i;j 2 1; : : : ; n 2 . A line" l u 2 D is the maximal set of points in D with the same value u. A duplication mesh DM n;k is given by a set of k duplication schemes of size n n, i.e. DM n;k = D 1 D D 1 ; : : : ; D k E has n 2 processors p i;j i; j = 1 ; : : : nthat can communicate by duplicating messages using the duplication schemes. A step of a duplication mesh consists of the following stages:
Select-Based on the contents of its local memory, each processor p x;y selects a duplication scheme D l .
Write-A processor p x;y can broadcast a value z by setting its port to that value, p x;y :v = z. Read-A processor p x;y reads a value broadcasted by another processor p i;j if there is a line passing through p x;y on the duplication scheme selected by p i;j . F ormally, let Using these properties the above duplication mesh can route any three messages to their destinations. An initial con guration of messages and destinations is given in Figure 1 which contains its destination a 0 . The intersection point of both lines is marked by A. A possible problem with the above setting is that it may happen that the duplication scheme D i where in the destinations are well-separated" can be broadcasted without collisions is also duplication scheme where in the original messages are well-separated. This is a special case where the destinations form a permutation of the messages, and can be easily solved using the other two duplication schemes.
We turn now to discuss the optical realization of the DM. Being on the computer science side, we de nitely lack the ability t o m a k e clear claims about optical realizations of communication networks. However, we could rely on general claims comparing the resources needed to realize a given optical architecture. This is similar to the way w e agree that a circuit which is a planar graph is more suited for a v.l.s.i realization than a non-planar one. Thus we should prefer an optical architecture:
that uses less optical devices. that uses more passive optical devises like mirrors, gratings, lenses and holograms 6 . whose active optical components like Acousto-optic devices, SEEDs, and SLMs 6 have a limited range, e.g. number of di erent destinations that the active device should di ract a light beam at. with less precision requirements, e.g. it does not scatter light in wide angles, or has low resolution of pixels per unit. The optical realization of a DM n;k is rather straightforward. Each duplication scheme D l is realized using a hologram 15 that duplicates incident light in the desired patterns. A processor p i;j has an array o f k Laser diodes d 1 ; : : : ; d k such that d l of p i;j is directed to the i; j'th point o f D l . The value is broadcasted bit-serial, using two beams per bit 0; 1 for sending a '1' and 1; 0 for sending a '0', so that a collision is detected for a 1; 1 signal. Note that each processor belongs to the line it is broadcasting at, so that the information of collision in a given line is available to every processor that broadcasts on that line.
The holograms are recorded so that the readout beam from p i;j results in n reconstructed beams directed to the points of the desired line. Note that using holograms might i n v olve practical di culties, mainly due to the additional di raction orders generated apart from the reconstructed beams. It is best then to use computer generated holograms 13, 6 bene ting from their ability t o handle arbitrary di raction patterns, while controlling undesired di raction orders. It might be also possible to use a single volume-hologram, to record all duplication patterns, using the sensitivity of the reconstruction process to the direction of the reference beam for good separation.
We h a v e c hosen to focus on the routing of n messages out of n 2 processors with arbitrary destinations, so that each processor in the source or the destination of at most one message. We call such a setting sparse", because at any time of execution there are only n out of n 2 messages to be routed. An equivalent theoretical model with n 2 processors can realize such routing in one step, each processor must direct a light beam to n 2 possible destinations. Thus, in order to compete with the theoretical model we should solve this problem using DM n;k with k smaller than n 2 . The proposed DM n;k completes this routing in expected time of Olog log n using k = On log log n duplication schemes. The execution time has increased to log log n; h o w ever it is still faster than what could be achieved using common communication networks, like the Omega-network or the Hypercube. The choice of sparse-routing" to demonstrate the power of the duplication mesh is not accidental. We believe that the fast communication rates of free space optic, might dominate the computing time of electronic processors. In this case, most of the time will be spent doing local computations, a situation re ected in the setting of sparse routing.
One should also mention the well known free space optical crossbars. These are optical architectures, that use vector-matrix multiplication 19 in order to realize communication between n processors. Messages are duplicated on the columns of the matrix, and then a global controller sets some of the entries in the matrix to block light, leaving other entries transparent. A lens collects the light message from every row to its suitable destination. Note that optical crossbars can realize only global permutation of messages, thus can not be used for parallel computing, where routing should be done on-line, without involving a central control. Moreover, the proposed DM n;k routes n messages arbitrarily chosen out of n 2 processors. An equivalent optical crossbar must control an n 2 n 2 matrix, which is signi cantly large compared to the proposed DM n;k 2 Sparse routing on the DM n;k Given a universe U = 1 ; : : : ; n 2 and a range B = 1 ; : : : ; n , we consider the problem of nding a fast parallel mapping , process 00 that maps the elements of any subset S U jSj n 2 t o t h e range B, so that each element o f S has a unique destination in B. This problem is well known, and has been extensively studied in the context of PRAM simulations 14, 1 7 , parallel hashing 2 and randomized parallel sorting 16 . Usually, a family of mappings F = ff 1 ; : : : ; f k gwhere f : A 7 ! B is used to map S's elements to B. An element s 2 S collides" under f if there exists another element r 2 S such that fs = f r . The mapping-process we consider here, is a simple variation of the one commonly used in parallel hashing and PRAM simulations initially proposed in 7 .
The range B is partitioned into a sequence of log log n ranges: B 0 = 1 ; : : : ; n B 1 = 1 ; : : : ; n B 2 = 1 ; : : : ; n B t = 1 ; : : : ; n 2 t , 2 t = 3 ; 4 ; : : : log log n Note that the total size of all ranges is less than 4n. The reason for this partition is that in the sequel we w ould like to align all the elements that where mapped to B in a constant n umber of rows", so that the maximal number of elements mapped to the same location in B is constant. As can be seen next, the partition of B guarantees that the mapping-process will indeed map the elements of S so that each B t is free of collisions. In this case, the B t can be reordered in an 4 n segment, such that there are at most 4 elements of S on top" of each other.
For each B t we associate the family F t = ff 1 ; : : : ; f k t gof all possible mappings from U to B t , used by the following mapping process: At the t = log log n we get that Ecollide = 0, due to the fact the power at the denominator n 2 pwt is the recurrence formula pwt = 2 pwt , 1 , i. This formula is sensitive to the initial value of pw0, i.e. it exponentially grows only if pw0 16, which is the reason for the initial three rounds t = 0 ; 1 ; 2 needed to set the suitable value for pw0.
The problem of using the mapping-process for the DM n;k is that every mapping f 2 F t must be realized by a separate duplication scheme. Hence, the total number of duplication schemes or holograms needed to realize the random choice, will be exponential. One may consider the perfect hashing functions used in PRAM simulations 14 . However, the size of these hash functions families is polynomial n O1 , which is still too large. In particular, n 2 duplication schemes are su cient t o simulate an OMC with n 2 processors. Thus, in order to overcome" the theoretical model, we m ust nd a way to reduce the number of mapping functions used by the mapping-process, so it would be less than n 2 . Another possible way to reduce the size of F t is to use the following theorem due to Newman 18 , in which i t i s s h o wn how to reduce the number of deterministic algorithms used by a random algorithm. 1 We present a modi ed version of that theorem originally stated for proving results in communication complexity: Theorem 2.1 Let A = fA 1 ; A 2 ; : : : gb e a r andomized algorithm that chooses with uniform prob-1 A random algorithm can be viewed as a probability distribution over a set of deterministic algorithms. ability one deterministic algorithm A i , with error probability less equal 0 , and average cost less equal . Then, there is another randomized algorithm A 0 = fA i 1 ; A i 2 ; : : : A i k g , with error probability less equal 1 + , average cost less equal 3, such that k n 2 where the number of di erent inputs is less equal 2 n .
Intuitively, the above theorem shows that the number of deterministic algorithms forming a randomized algorithm can be reduced to log jinput sizej, without loosing too much.
We can refer to each iteration of the mapping-process as a separate randomized algorithm A t , such that:
A t chooses with uniform probability one of the mappings f i 2 F t .
is the expected number of elements in S that collide, = Ecollide t = jSj 2 jBtj . A deterministic algorithm f i is wrong, if f i to map the elements of S to B t yields that collide geq2. Hence, the error probability o f A t applied to a given S, is the probability that the number of elements that collide collide is greater than . Using Markov's inequality w e get that Pb collide 2 1 2 , so that 1 2 .
It is therefore possible to apply th. 2.1 to each iteration of the mapping-process. In our case, as jSj n , the number of possible inputs at each stage of the mapping-process is less equal , n 2 n , s o that k = log , n 2 n = n log n, and the size of each F t can be reduced to n log n. Note that this is an existential result, and an exhaustive search is needed in order to nd those n log n mappings. However, as each f i is a duplication scheme, than we only need to perform this search once, before we construct the DM n;k . The following lemma summarizes the above result: Lemma 2.1 Let F 0t be the reduced family of mappings obtained by applying th. 2.1 to F t , so that jF 0t j = n log n, and consider DM t n;n log n formed by: realizing each f 2 F 0t : U 7 ! B t as a duplication scheme D, such that D i;j = fi n + j. L et S be an arbitrary set of processors in DM n;n log n , e ach having a message. Assuming that all processors in S broadcast their messages using a duplication schemes chosen at random, then the expected number of messages that collide is less equal jSj 2 jBtj .
It is therefore possible to realize the mapping-process using a DM n;k using no more that n log n log log n duplication schemes.
Finally we show h o w to use the mapping-process in order to realize the routing of upto n messages in an n n D M , such that each processor is the source or the destination of at most one message. In general, the algorithm follows the way messages have been routed in the example of g. 2, namely moving the messages to a set of pre-determined intermediate destinations, and using the reverse process to move them to their destinations. Each processor executes the following code:
1. set t = 0 ; 2. p 0;0 selects a random number r 2 1; : : : ; n logn ; and broadcasts it to all other processors using a mono value duplication scheme D all .
3. Let D t fr be the duplication scheme that realizes f r 2 F 0t . Then each processor that has a message broadcasts its message on D t fr see step 2 of g. 4. Some of the messages are broadcasted without collisions and are now duplicated on the lines of D t fr .
For each line l u 2 D t
fr , there is a predetermined processor called the representative o f l u that is responsible for moving the message from l u to a target" processor in the range B t . The target processor p x;y of l u , is determined by B t as follows: for t = 0 ; 1 ; 2 w e set x = t; y = u, and for t 2 w e set x = 3 ;y = u mod n fr . This can be done by broadcasting m from its current location p x;y along the column y, then along the y'th row, and then along the suitable column to the target processor of l u see step 5 of g. 4. If no collision was detected in this last step, then m is the only message that uses l u , and therefore can be routed to its destination see step 6 of g. 4.
Obviously, the mapping-process, had it been applied to the set of destinations, would have brought them to the rst four rows. The messages simply use this property of the mapping processes to reach their destinations. It is therefore clear that the two applications of the mapping process should terminate in expected time of log log n.
Conclusions
A new model DM n;k for free space optic communication is presented. The DM n;k uses a set of k holograms that duplicate the light in xed patterns amongst n 2 processors. Hence, for k n 2 , the dynamic range" of a DM n;k is signi cantly less than en equivalent theoretical model, where the dynamic range is the number of di erent destinations a processor should be able to direct a light beam at. In this respect, the DM n;k is the optical analogue of communication networks such a s t h e omega network used to realize parallel computers, while the theoretical model OMC is the optical analogue of the PRAM or the DMM models 14 . Optically, the DM n;k can be constructed using Laser diodes, holograms and detectors. Its feasibility is established by means of general claims, showing its potential optical simplicity, compared to the theoretical models. The problem of routing n messages out of n 2 possible ones to their destinations, has been selected as a generic problem for the DM n;k . W e h a v e shown that the ability to duplicate messages in arbitrary patterns can be used to complete such routing in expected time of Olog log n, using order of n log n duplication schemes. This is a signi cant reduction of the dynamic range compared to the theoretical models.
The following is a set of open problems" left for future research:
Our analysis showed that the expectation of the execution time is Olog log n; Can we bound the probability for a larger execution time as well? Can we reduce the number of duplication schemes needed to realize our routing problem? We have some reasons to believe that Olog 2 n duplication schemes is a su cient n umber. Find an explicit construction for the duplication schemes. Find e cient DM nk s algorithms for other problems, like sorting or matrix multiplication. Establish some notion of feasibility, b y experimenting with an optical prototype.
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